Alex Jr. Sort and Count: Ages 10 months & up
Improve your child's manual dexterity using this shape sorter and mini maze with colorful counting beads.
Toy / Alex Toys / 1995 / $43.99
CCPL catalog title: Busy Tot Activity Box

Bamboo Building Blocks: Ages 3 & up
Children develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination by building with these eco-friendly bamboo blocks. Playful pandas sold separately.
Toy / Lakeshore / HH668 / $39.99
CCPL catalog title: Bamboo Building Blocks

Bead Sequencing Set: Ages 4 & up
Develop shape recognition and spatial relations by replicating the pattern shown. The set features simply designed, colorful patterns and pattern blocks in six different shapes and colors. Stores neatly in a wooden case.
Toy / Melissa & Doug / S70 / $24.99
CCPL catalog title: Bead Sequencing Set

Cupcake Chloe: Ages 2 & up
Come to Chloe’s Cupcake Shop for dessert. Pretend play never tasted so good!
Toy / WOW Toys / 10301 / $31.99
CCPL catalog title: Pretend Places – Bakery and Pizzeria

Equate: The Equation Thinking Game: Ages 8 & up
Two to four players create equations, crossword style, using Scrabble-like number tiles.
Toy / Conceptual Math Media / 4099229 / $26.00
CCPL catalog title: Equate

Hidden Difference Puzzle Cards: Ages 3 & up
Compare and find the difference between the scenes found on four cards that are coded for difficulty.
Toy / Roylco / R59430 / $24.99
CCPL catalog title: Hidden Difference Puzzle Card Set

Labyrinth: Ages 7 & up
While learning to take turns, one to four players also learn cause and effect in this game of strategy where moving one tile can open up one passageway and block another.
Toy / Ravensburger / 26448 / $31.99
CCPL catalog title: Labyrinth Game

Mario’s Pizzeria: Ages 2 & up
Pop into Mario’s Pizzeria for a slice of pizza. Pretend play never tasted so good!
Toy / WOW Toys / 48410300 / $41.99
CCPL catalog title: Pretend Places – Bakery and Pizzeria

Number Flower Garden: Ages 3 & up
“Grow” wooden flowers by matching the numbers on the stem with the dots and words on the leaves.
Toy / Constructive Playthings / INB-252 / $24.99
CCPL catalog title: Number Flower Garden

Picnic Game: Ages 3 & up
A real picnic cloth serves as the game board for two to four players who spin for their plate and meal components.
Toy / Eeboo / PICGM / $16.99
CCPL catalog title: Picnic Game

Pop! Pop! Pop! Piano: Ages 1 & up
This one-piece toy overflows with fun. Tap the keys to make the colorful shapes pop.
Toy / Mirari / 7942 / $27.99
CCPL catalog title: Pop! Pop! Piano

Auggie made so many great memories growing up at the library. Now he is making all new memories with his own little owlets, playing and learning their ABCs.